Junior/Intermediate & Mini-Mite Portable Hockey Goal Assembly Instructions
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CONTENTS:
(1-Qty) - Top Assembly with Netting (A.)
(2-Qty) - Base Halves (B.)
(2-Qty) - Red Posts (C.)
(1-Qty) - Diagonal Support Bar (D.)
(1-Qty) - Base Tee (E.)
(1-Qty) - Skirting with Lacing Cord (Below)

1. Begin with the two base halves (B.), all fittings facing up, steel loops facing front. Insert base tee (E.)
into each back end (the end without steel loops) of base halves. Snug bolts, but do not fully tighten.
These fittings will be tightened later for proper width.
2. Insert each of the three uprights (The 2 C’s and D.) fully into front base (B.) and base tee (E.) fittings.
Snug bolts to secure uprights, but do not over tighten. Secured bolts will still pretrude from goal.
All three uprights should now be in place with the diagonal support bar (D.) on base tee (E.).
3. Carefully set top assembly onto the three uprights, best done simultaneously. Use care to keep net
on the outside of the frame. Goal mouth opening between red posts is 36” for Mini-Mite or 48” for
Junior/Intermediate. Now lightly secure bolts, at base tee (E.)
4. Be sure net is hanging freely on outside of goal. One hook and one turnbuckle should now hang
on either side of goal along posts (C.). Align all of the side netting, (rectangular short edges) from top corner
down to base of goal. The cable ends hook in to steel loops at front base of goal (B.) Rotate the turnbuckle
in order to tighten cable. No need to over tighten, cables should be finger tight only.
5. Center of netting along the base by counting selvages, or net loops. Tie center of net at base tee (E).
Starting at base tee, begin lacing netting onto base out to post (C.), cord wraps around base,
which will later be covered by skirting. Continue towards post (C.), while considering evenly placed
netting along base. Tie net securely at post (C.) and repeat with other side.

6. Center skirting and wrap along bottom, sandwiching the netting and base
in between. This will provide protection inside and out. Begin
lacing at center base tee (E.) out to posts weaving in and out.
o
o
Allow to ‘pucker’ in corners as it follows the curve. Keep skirting ‘tall’,
up away from base. Skirting may not reach post completely, as to not
impede pucks.
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To disassemble goal for easy storage, begin by loosining turnbuckle and un-hooking each side.
Next, loosen all six bolts at uprights. Top portion of goal can now be lifted off uprights and set down
on base while allowing posts and diagonal support bar to pass through netting.
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